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SPEAKER IDENTIFICATION 
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Abstract. Spea.ker identification problem is investigated. The identifica
tion is carried out comparing feature vectors (parameters of LPC model) of the 
~crimina.l" and "suspicious" spea.kers. Both likeliho04 ratio and cepstra.l dis
tances are used for comparing feature vectors. The feature vectors are extra.cted 
from pseudostationary parts of speech utterances. The identification approach 
is suitable for text-dependent and text-independent idelltification. Experimental 
results illustrate the performance of the algorithm. 
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1. Introd uction. The automatic speaker identification prob
lem [1] is very urgent in the forensic examination. It is more difficult 
to identify a speaker by his speech phonogram than, for example, by 
finger-prints [2]. The latters are unique and their picture in prac
tice does not change all the life, meanwhile human voice changes in 
time, it depends on the emotional state and other factors. Besides, 
a voice phonogram is distorted when recording (influence of an en
vironment noise, imperfect recording equipment, etc.). Therefore 
this investigation field is being intensively developed [3 - 12]. The 
problems of selection of fea.tures, a structure of an identification 
system and a decision rule are still urgent. 

Possibilities of speaker identification by pseudostationary seg
ments are investigated in this paper. When pronouncing a speech 
utterance, a vocal tract is sometimes fixed for a short period, there.: 
fore there occurs a possibility to measure parameters of vocal tract 
and to identify a speaker using phonograms. 

For detection of pseudostationary segments we applied the 
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method [13], which is often used in the speech recognition. Accord
ing to this method two neighbouring frames are compared, calculat
ing the likelihood ratio distance between them. When the distance 
exceeds the threshold,chosen in advance, it is warned about the 
end of a pseudostationary segment. Coefficients of the linear pre
diction model (LPC), estima.ted by the correlation method [15], 
are used as feature parameters. The speaker identification is ear
ried out comparing the average distances between "criminal" and 
"suspicious" speakers. 

2. Statement of the problem. Consider the typical situ
ation, which occurs in solving the speaker identification problem. 
Let us havephonograms of the true speaker X (criminal) and of 
n ,"suspicious" speakers AloA2 •...• An and it is possible to detect 
pseudosta.tionaiy seg~ents in these phonograms. When solving the 
problem we must answer the following question: 

Which of the "suspicious" spealcers is closest to the "criminal 
X~ 

3. Detection of pseudostationary segments. The phono
gram considered is divided into frames which are moved with re
spect to one a.no~er, by M points (a step of a frame is M). A 
spectra.i preemphksis of a signal 1h for all frames is done with the 
filter :&f = 1h - Oi94Yi_l [16}, then each frame is weighted by the' 
Hamming window [17). After that. according to the Durbin algo
rithm[18J LPC paJ;'ameters are estimated and autocorrelilotion c0-

efficients are calculated. Further, using autocorrelation coefficients 
of the LPC model of a previous frame and a correlation function 
of a next frame, 'divided by a square LPC model amplification co
effici~nt, estimated ip this frame, we caJc1.llate the likelihood ratio 
distance [14J for all neighbouring pairs of frames. If a distance be
tween two neighbouring frames is less than a preassigned threshold 
(the threshold is chosen experimentally), we draw a conclusion that 
moving by a. frame step does not change a spectral structure of a 
signal. Since we are not interested in very short pseudostation
a.ry segments, we compare them with the threshold of the minimal 
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pseudostationary interval and leave for further investigation only 
those segments which are longer than this threshold. 

The likelihood ratio distance has the spectral interpretation 
[14]: 

- _ J"·jA(ei')12 dO 
dLR(l/A,I/A) - -. 22 -1, 

_" IA(eJ')1 1r 

(1) 

where l/A is the LPC model transfer function of the first frame, 
1/ A is the LPC model transfer function of LPC rnodel of the second 
frame. As the spectral densities of LPC model of the first and 
secqnd frames are 

we may interpret 1/IA(ei')j2 and 1/IA(ei')12 as corresponding spec
tral densities of LPC model of the first and second frame with an 
amplification equal to 1. Then the likelihood ratio distance may be 
expressed by spectral densities as follows: 

11' __ - J S(B)b2 dB 
dLR(S,S)= S(B)/b221f -1 . (2) 

- .. 
Due to a great .computation amount it is not convenient to use 

expression (2), the likelihood ratio distance is usually calculated in 
the time domain: 

. p 

dLR(S, S) = {":.(O) "a(O) + 2 ~ ":.;i) ra(i)} - 1 , 
b2 • ,.=1 b 

(3) 

where rl1(i) is the autocorrelation function of a signal in the second 
frame, r a( i) are autocorrelaiions of parameters of LPC m~el for 
the first frame: 

,-i 
ra(i) = E OHiO", i = 0,1,2, ... ,P, 

-"=0 
(4) 

p is the order of LPC model, i' i!J the amplification coefficient of 
LPC model for the second frame. 
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4. Detection of the "suspicious" closest to the true 
speaker X. If there are not one but ~everaJ "suspicious" speakers 
there is need to detect which of them is "closest" to the speaker X. 
Let us have Nx pseudostationary segments of the speaker X and 
NA • (k = 1,2, ... , n) pseudostationary segments of n suspicious. Let 
us determine all possible dista.nces dji(X, Ai:) between the speaker 
X and suspicious All, k = 1,2, ... ,n. Since pseudostationary inter
vals of the speaker X and of the suspicious form n + 1 cluster in a 
multivariate space of features, let us estimate the distance between 
,clusters corresponding t9 X a.ndAI:: 

DXA. == If- L: ~nd;i(X,AII) + Nt L ~indii(X,Ai:). (5) 
x JEX .EA. A. iEA. 'EX 

The closest suspicious is detected as 

f =&rg min DXA • 
l<i:<n 

(6) 

The expressions (5) and (6) can be used for detection of the closest 
suspicious in the text-dependent and text-independent identifica
tion. 

5. Choice of". distance measure. When detecting the pseu
dostationary segrrents we have used the likelihood ratio distance 
(3). But one call see from formula (1) tha.t this measure is not' 
sym.metric, i.e. 

(7) 

I t is not shortcoming in the detection of pseudostationary seg
ments because a threshold is not high, meanwhile assymetry ap
pears when values of distance are large. But when calculating 
the distances between speakers (clusters) distances between speech 
frames may be large and assymetry is undesirable. So we used the 
symmetric distance [21] 

deS,S) = dLR(S,S); dLR~S,S) (8) 

for calculating the distortions. 
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When solving speaker identification problem the main point is 
a choice of a feature system and of a distance measure, Apart from 
the likelihood ratio distance other distance measures are used, too. 
The cepstral distance [3 - 5],[21] and its various modifications are 
mainly widespread. According to [22 - 23], the cepstral coefficients 
Cl, ••• , CL can be calculated from LPC coefficients as follows ' 

Ct = -Cll,. 

n-l 

CA = - ~)I -k/n)a"cn _" - On, n = 2, ... ,P, (9) 
"=1 
.. -1 

Cn = - 2)I-l/n)a"Cn-", n = p+ 1, .. "L . (10) 
1:=1 

The cepstral distance measure be'tween two frames with cor
responding LPC coefficients '<al, .'" Gp, 6), (aI" .. ,ip,b) may be de
fined as 

L 

deep(L) = [1£(L)]2 = (eo - co)' + 2 ~)c" - C-,,)' • (11) 
1:=1 

It is important to know [24] that, as L increases, 1£(L) ap
proaches d, from below and 

lim 1£(L) = d, 7 
£-00 

(12) 

where d, is root mean square log spectral measure (L, norm) and 
has t'he following spectral interpretation 

I' - 2 

.12 .:. f 11 5(9) I !!!.. ~ - n 5(8) 2..- (13) 

-I' 

where 5(8), 5(1I) are spectral densities corresponding to the first 
and second frame respectively. 

Usually we wish the distance to be gain independent and as
sume the amplification equal to 1 (i.e., 6 = b = I), Then we can 
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rewrite (13) in the form 

2 J", S(B/b2/2 dfJ J"IIA(dl>I'ldO d = In -- In -
, _" S(IJ)/'" ~~ _" IA(ei')I' 2~ 

(14) 

Cepstral distance satisfies the following properties 
1) d(z,y) = d(y,z) symmetry; 
2) d(z,y) > 0 for Z:F Y and d(z,z) = 0 positive definitnessj 
3) d(z,y) has a physically meaningful interpretation in the 

frequency domain; 
4) It can be efficiently evaluated. 

6. Experiments. For experiments we have designed software 
in C language for the computer IBM PCI AT. Phonograms of the 
speech signal analysed were digitized in a 12 bits Ale converter 
at a rate of 10000 Hz. When computing the following parameters 
were taken: 

- frame length - 250 signal samples(25 ms) 
- frame step - 50 signal samples(5 ms) 
- threshold for detecting of pseudostationary segments - 0.07 
- threshold for,a pseudostationary segment length '- 250 sam-

I ' 
pIes (25ms)., 

- order of LPt model - 10. 

EXAMPLE A. 
Phonograms of· six speakers (five men and a woman) were 

recorded. Every speaker in two sessions repeated a Lithuanian 
word "langas" for ten times. A phonogram of each investigated 
speaker recorded in each session in turn was regarded as a phono
gram·of "criminal" and the closest "suspicious" was determined. 
Pseudostationary intervals in every word were detected automati
cally.These segments were divided into equal (2Sms) frames. There 
were from 47 to 131 such frames for each investigated speaker in 
each session (the number of frames is indicated'in Table I). When 
detecting the closest "suspicious" 91.6% of true answers were ob
tained. The experimental results are given in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Text-dependent identification, Lithuanian word "lan
gas" 

Investi- Session Number Overall num- Results of the identi-
gated number of repeti- ber of frames fication (true ans-

speakers tions of a obtained from wer - yes, wrong ans-
word stat. intervals wer - no) likelihood 

ratio distance 

Ml I 10 123 yes 
II 10 114 yes 

M2 I 10 130 yes 
11 10 128 yes 

M3 I 10 100 yes 
II 10 131 yes 

M4 I 10 47 yes 
II 10 112 yes 

Ms I 10 121 yes 
11 10 105 yes 

Mo I 10 116 yes 

11 10 97 no 

positive results: 91.6% 

EXAMPLE B. 
In further experiments we used text independent utterances. 

Their duration was from 3 to 5 minutes. We divided these utter
ances into two equal parts. Pseudostationary segments of voiced 
sounds were selected and used for identification. Experiments were 
fulfill~d using the likelihood ratio distance and the cepstral dis
tance. 

In Table 2 the results of identification are presented for 10 men. 
Both,cepstral and likelihood ratio distances gave the same. results 
-90% of true answers. 

Table 3 illustrates similar results for five women. Both dis
tances gave 100% of true answers. 

In Table 4 results of identification using telephone speech are 
given. For recording the telephone speech a standard telephone line 
was used. In the experiment the same speech material was used 
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Table 2. Text independent identification. Voiced sounds. 10 men 

Investi- Session Overall num- Results of the identification 
. gated number ber of frames (true answer - yes, 
speakers obtained from wron answer - no)" 

stat. intervals cepstral lik~lihood 
distance ratio distance 

Ml I 73 yes yes 
1I 106 yes yes 

M, I 108 yes yes 
1I 98 yes yes 

M3 I 126 yes yes 
Il 131 yes yes 

M4 I 123 yes yes 
11 116 yes yes 

Ms I 107 yes yes 
11 119 yes yes 

M6 I 146 yes yes 
11 148 yes yes 

M7 I 86 no no 
1I 72 no no 

Ms I 62 yes yes 
II • 65 yes yes 

Mg I I 106 yes yes 
11 I 98 yes yes 
I I , 99 yes yes M10 

11 88 yes yes 

posi tive' results: 90% 90% -

, 
as in the previous experiment and speech utterances for four men 
and one woma.n were recorded. The identification results for both 
dista.nces were 100%. 

1. Conclusions. The main difference between this research 
and known publications is that we have used pseudostationary seg
ments of speech utterances for speaker identification. Identification 
was fulfilled by using the likelihood ratio distance and the cepstral 
distance between speech frames. 
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Table s. Text independent identification. 
5 women 

Voiced sounds. 

Illvesti- Session I Overall n um- Results of the identification 
gated number ber of frames (tru~answer - yes, 

speakers obtained from wrong answer - no) 
stat. intervals c<"pstral li keli h()()(i 

distance ratio distance 

Wl 
I 106 yes yes 
II 121 yes yE'S 

W2 
I 114 yE'S yes 
1I 95 yes yes 

W3 I j 100 yE'S yes 
11 84 yes yes 

W .. I , 88 yes yes 
II I 78 ves yes 

¥\-'5 i I ! 79 yes yes 
11 I 8.5 yes yes 

positive results: 100% 100~', 

Table 4. Text independent identification. Voice sounds. 4 men 

and a woman. Telephone speech 

i Invest;- Session On'rail num- Results of the identific.ation I e:ated fillmher ber of frames (true answer - yes, 
s~akers obtained from wron g answer - no) 

I stat. intervals cepstrai likelihood 
distance ratio distance 

I Ml I 123 yes yes 
II 108 yE'S yes 

M2 I 142 yes yes 
II 124 yes vt"S 

M3 I 93 yes yes 
II 84 yes yes 

M4 I 97 yes yes 
II 74 yes y~ 

Ws I 86 yes yes 
II 90 yes yes 

positive results: 100% 100% 

I 

'i 

! 
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We have investigated which distance measure (likelihood ratio 
or cepstral) provides a higher identification accuracy. The results of 
experiments showed that there was no significant difference between 
the likelihood ratio and the cepstral distance measures. It seems to 
be a little greater "reliability reserve" when the cepstral distance 
is used for comparison of two frames of speech. 
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